We solve the reachability problem for a coupled wave-wave system with an integro-differential term. The control functions act on one side of the boundary. The estimates on the time is given in terms of the parameters of the problem and they are explicitly computed thanks to Ingham type results. Nevertheless some restrictions appear in our main results. The Hilbert Uniqueness Method is briefly recalled. Our findings can be applied to concrete examples in viscoelasticity theory.
Introduction
The linear viscoelasticity theory has been extensively studied by many authors, that proposed several mathematical models based on experimental data to tackle such subject. A possible approach relies on the following physical assumption: the present stress is given by a functional of the past history of the deformation gradient. Such functionals can be represented by means of convolution integrals. This leads to wave equations in which a so-called memory term also appears, see the seminal papers of Dafermos [4, 5] and [30, 14] . In this framework an important issue is to identify suitable class of integral kernels that match with the physical models. For example, decreasing exponential kernels arise in the analysis of Maxwell fluids or Poynting -Thomson solids, see e.g. [29, 31] . It is also noteworthy to mention that such kernels satisfy the principle of fading memory, the memory of a simple material fades in time, introduced in [3] .
Our aim, justified by the previous remarks, is to investigate the reachability for a system constituted of a wave equation with a memory term and another wave equation coupled by lower order terms. Precisely, given a , b ∈ R we consider the following system
−η(t−s) u xx (s, x)ds + au 2 (t, x) = 0 , (0 < β < η)
t ∈ (0, T ) , x ∈ (0, π) u 2tt (t, x) − u 2xx (t, x) + bu 1 (t, x) = 0 , (1) subject to the boundary conditions u 1 (t, 0) = u 2 (t, 0) = 0 , u 1 (t, π) = g 1 (t) , u 2 (t, π) = g 2 (t) t ∈ (0, T ) ,
and with null initial conditions u i (0, x) = u it (0, x) = 0 x ∈ (0, π), i = 1, 2 .
We wish to solve a reachability problem for (1) of the following type: given T > 0 and taking (u 0 i , u 1 i ), i = 1, 2, whose regularity we will specify later, one has to find g i ∈ L 2 (0, T ), i = 1, 2 such that the weak solution u of problem (1) 
In the literature coupled wave-wave equations were investigated by studying boundary stabilization, see [9] . The exact synchronization for a coupled system of wave equations with Dirichlet boundary conditions was successfully treated by Li and Rao [17] . They studied the n−dimensional case when the coupling matrix is very general. However, their method does not allow to get precise estimates on the controllability time.
In [1] F. Alabau-Boussouira considered a system where the coupling parameters are all equal, obtaining an observability inequality for small coupling parameter and large time T and then, by duality, an exact indirect controllability result.
In this paper we solve the reachability problems for the coupled wave-wave with an integro-differential term by the HUM method, see [18, 19, 20] and by means of non-harmonic analysis techniques. In this framework Ingham type estimates, see [8] , play an important role. We already used this approach to study the reachability for one equation, see [22, 23] and to treat the case of a wave-Petrovsky system with a memory term, see [24] . For a different class of integral kernels see [21] and for the hidden regularity in the case of general kernels see [25] .
However the estimates obtained do not include the case wave-wave without memory as limit case as β → 0 +      u 1tt − u 1xx + au 2 = 0 on (0, T ) × (0, π), u 2tt − u 2xx + bu 1 = 0 (5) because, as formulas (50) and (51) clearly show, the eigenvectors of the integro-differential operator are not bounded as β → 0 + .
The method is based on a representation formula for the solution (u 1 , u 2 ), established in Section 4
C n e iωnt + C n e −iωnt + R n e rnt + D n e iζnt + D n e −iζnt ,
d n D n e iζnt + d n D n e −iζnt + c n C n e iωnt + c n C n e −iωnt + Ee −ηt , where
We will prove the following reachability result (see Theorem 6.1) where we will give an estimate of the control time. −η(t−s) u 1xx (s, x)ds + au 2 (t, x) = 0 , t ∈ (0, T ) , x ∈ (0, π) u 2tt (t, x) − u 2xx (t, x) + bu 1 (t, x) = 0 , (6) with boundary conditions u 1 (t, 0) = u 2 (t, 0) = 0 , u 1 (t, π) = g 1 (t) , u 2 (t, π) = g 2 (t) t ∈ (0, T ) ,
and null initial values u i (0, x) = u it (0, x) = 0 x ∈ (0, π) , i = 1, 2, 
Due to the duality between controllability and observability we will first prove Ingham type inequalities (see Theorem 5.16 ).
Theorem 1.2 Let {ω n } n∈N , {r n } n∈N and {ζ n } n∈N be sequences of pairwise distinct numbers such that ω n = ζ m , ω n = ζ m , r n = iω m , r n = iζ m , r n = −η, ζ n = 0, for any n , m ∈ N. Assume that there exist γ > 0, α, χ ∈ R, n ′ ∈ N, µ > 0, ν > 1/2, such that 
Then, for γ > 4α and T > 2π √ γ 2 −16α 2 we have
The observability time may be improved making an extra assumption on the initial data. Indeed, if we assume the condition |C n | ≤ M |d n D n | on the coefficients of the series instead of γ > 4α, then we can make use of Theorem 5.10 instead of Theorem 5.9, obtaining the observability estimates for T > 
Then, for T > 2π γ we have
The plan of our paper is the following. In Section 2 we give some preliminary results. In Section 3 we describe the Hilbert Uniqueness Method. In Section 4 we carry out a detailed spectral analysis to give a representation formula for the solution of the wave-wave coupled system with memory. In Section 5 we prove the observability estimates. Finally, in Section 6 we give a reachability result for the coupled system with memory.
Preliminaries
Throughout the paper, we will adopt the convention to write F ≍ G if there exist two positive constants c 1 and c 2 such that c 1 F ≤ G ≤ c 2 F . Let X be a real Hilbert space with scalar product · , · and norm · . For any T ∈ (0, ∞] we denote by L 1 (0, T ; X) the usual spaces of measurable functions v : (0, T ) → X such that one has
We shall use the shorter notation v 1 for v 1,∞ . We denote by L 1 loc (0, ∞; X) the space of functions belonging to L 1 (0, T ; X) for any T ∈ (0, ∞). In the case of X = R, we will use the abbreviations L 1 (0, T ) and L 1 loc (0, ∞) to denote the spaces L 1 (0, T ; R) and L 1 loc (0, ∞; R), respectively. Classical results for integral equations (see, e.g., [6, Theorem 2.3.5]) ensure that, for any kernel k ∈ L 1 loc (0, ∞) and ψ ∈ L 1 loc (0, ∞; X), the problem
admits a unique solution ϕ ∈ L 1 loc (0, ∞; X). In particular, if we take ψ = k in (13), we can consider the unique solution
Such a solution is called the resolvent kernel of k. Furthermore, for any ψ the solution ϕ of (13) is given by the variation of constants formula
where ̺ k is the resolvent kernel of k. We recall some results concerning integral equations in case of decreasing exponential kernels, see for example [23, Corollary 2.2]. Proposition 2.1 For 0 < β < η and T > 0 the following properties hold true.
if and only if
Moreover, there exist two positive constants c 1 , c 2 depending on β, η, T such that
We state and prove a result, that will allow us to give an equivalent way to write the solution of our problem. Lemma 2.2 Given λ , β , η ∈ R, a ∈ R \ {0} and b ∈ R, a couple (f, g) of scalar functions defined on the interval [0, ∞) is a solution of the system
if and only if f is a solution of the equation
is satisfied and g is given by
Proof. Let (f, g) be a solution of (15) . Differentiating the first equation in (15), we get
Substituting in (19) the identity
Differentiating yet again, we have
whence, by using the second equation in (15) , that is ag ′′ = −abf − λag, we get
Thanks to (20) and ag(0) = −f ′′ (0) − λf (0), we have
so formula (17) for f (4) (0) holds true. Moreover, by differentiating (22) we obtain
By using again g ′′ = −bf − λg we get
and hence we have
that is f is a solution of the differential equation (16) . Finally, from the first equation in (15) we deduce that g is given by (18 
Integrating by parts the first, the third, the fifth and the sixth integral, we have
Using the condition (17) and multiplying by e −ηt , we obtain
Moreover, by (18) it follows
and hence
Therefore, thanks to the previous identity and (23) we have
whence, in view of (18) we get
Finally, by (18) and the above equation, it follows that the couple (f, g) is a solution of the system (15) .
The following lemma is analogous to that of [23, Lemma 2.3] . For the reader's convenience we prefer to state and prove it the same. Lemma 2.3 Given λ , β , η ∈ R and h ∈ C(R), if g ∈ C 3 (R) is a solution of the third order differential equation
then g is also a solution of the integro-differential equation
Proof. Multiplying the differential equation (24) by e ηt and integrating from 0 to t, we obtain
Integrating by parts the first term and the third one, we have
Finally, if we multiply by e −ηt , then we obtain (25).
The Hilbert Uniqueness Method
For reader's convenience, in this section we will describe the Hilbert Uniqueness Method for coupled wave equations with a memory term. For another approach based on the ontoness of the solution operator, see e.g. [13, 33] . Given k ∈ L 1 loc (0, ∞) and a , b ∈ R, we consider the following coupled system:
subject to the boundary conditions
and with null initial conditions
For a reachability problem we mean the following: given T > 0 and taking (u 0 i , u 1 i ), i = 1, 2, in a suitable space, that we will introduce later, find g i ∈ L 2 (0, T ), i = 1, 2 such that the weak solution u of problem (26)-(28) satisfies the final conditions
One can solve such reachability problems by the HUM method. To see that, we proceed as follows.
, we introduce the adjoint system of (26) , that is
with final data
The above problem is well-posed, see e.g. [29] . Thanks to the regularity of the final data, the solution (z 1 , z 2 ) of (30)- (31) is regular enough to consider the nonhomogeneous problem
As in the non-integral case, it can be proved that problem (32) admits a unique solution (ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 ). So, we can introduce the following linear operator: for any ( 
For any (
We will prove that
To this end, we multiply the first equation in (32) by ξ 1 and integrate on [0, T ] × [0, π], so we have
If we take into account that
and integrate by parts, then we have
As a consequence of the above equation and
we obtain
In a similar way, we multiply the second equation in (32) by ξ 2 and integrate by parts on
If we sum equations (36) and (37), then we have
that is, (35) holds true.
As a consequence, we can introduce a semi-norm on the space
In view of Proposition 2.1, · F is a norm if and only if the following uniqueness theorem holds.
is the solution of problem (30)- (31) such that
If we are able to establish Theorem 3.1, then we can define the Hilbert space F as the completion of C ∞ c (Ω) 4 for the norm (40). Moreover, the operator Ψ extends uniquely to a continuous operator, denoted again by Ψ, from F to the dual space F ′ in such a way that Ψ : F → F ′ is an isomorphism.
In conclusion, if we prove Theorem 3.1 and, for example,
2 with the equivalence of the respective norms, then, taking
, we can solve the reachability problem (26)- (29).
Representation of the solution as Fourier series 4.1 Spectral analysis
The aim of this section will be to give a complete spectral analysis for the coupled system.
We will recast our system of coupled wave equations with a memory term in an abstract setting. Indeed, we consider a self-adjoint positive linear operator L : D(L) ⊂ H → H on a Hilbert space H with dense domain D(L). We denote by {λ n } n≥1 a strictly increasing sequence of eigenvalues for the operator L with λ n > 0 and λ n → ∞ and we assume that the sequence of the corresponding eigenvectors {w n } n≥1 constitutes a Hilbert basis for H.
We fix two real numbers a = 0, b and consider the following coupled system:
If we take the initial data (
× H, then we can expand them according to the eigenvectors w n to obtain:
Our target is to write the components u 1 , u 2 of the solution of system (41) as sums of series, that is
To this end, we put the above expressions for u 1 and u 2 into (41) and multiply by w n , so for any n ∈ N (f 1n , f 2n ) is the solution of the system
Thanks to lemma 2.2 with λ = λ n , (f 1n , f 2n ) is the solution of problem (43) if and only if f 1n is the solution of the Cauchy problem
1n + ηf
and f 2n is given by
If we introduce the linear operator Υ n defined by
then f 2n can be written as
We also note that for any z ∈ C
The fifth order ordinary differential equation
We proceed to solve the Cauchy problem (44). To this end, we have to evaluate the solutions of the 5 th -degree characteristic equation in the variable Z
By means of the singular perturbation theory we get the five solutions of (48): one is a real number r n and the other four iω n , −iω n , iζ n , −iζ n are pairwise complex conjugate numbers. Moreover, r n , ω n and ζ n exhibit the following asymptotic behavior as n tends to ∞:
Therefore, we are able to write the solution f 1n (t) of (44) in the form
where the coefficients R n ∈ R and C n , D n ∈ C are unknown. Since the function f 1n (t) have to satisfy the initial conditions in (44), to determine R n , C n and D n we will solve the system
Indeed, we obtain that the coefficients have the following asymptotic behavior as n tends to ∞:
Accordingly, we can write f 1n (t) by means of formula (52), where the coefficients R n , C n and D n are given by formulas (54)-(56) respectively. Moreover, thanks to (46), we can also get the expression for
We will observe that the function f 2n (t) can be written in a more handleable form. To this end, first we recall the following result (see e.g. [23, Section 6]) Lemma 4.1 Approximated solutions of the cubic equation
are given by
Therefore, comparing (49) with (59), we have that the numbers r n are approximated solutions of (58), and hence the function t → R n e rnt is a solution of the third order differential equation
Lemma 4.2 The numbers iω n , with ω n defined by (50), are approximated solutions of the cubic equation
Proof. The comparison of (50) with (60) yields
and in virtue of Lemma 4.1 we have
that is, our claim holds true.
Thanks to Lemma 4.2, the numbers iω n and their conjugate numbers −iω n are approximated solutions of the cubic equation
so, it follows that the function t → C n e iωnt + C n e −iωnt is a solution of the third order differential equation
In virtue of (61) and (62), the function
is a solution of the third order differential equation
Therefore, we can apply Lemma 2.3 with h(t) = − ab β (C n e iωnt + C n e −iωnt ): thanks to (25) and (45), we have
From (53) and (44) it follows that
Thanks to (51) we have
, so we see that
from (64) we obtain
Moreover, thanks to (47) we have
Therefore, if we define
and
thanks to (57) and (66), f 2n (t) can be written in the following form
We also note that
The proof of the following lemma is straightforward in virtue of (56) and (70), so we omit it.
there exists a constant M > 0 such that
Now, we state and prove some properties about the coefficients, that show some differences with respect to the analogous ones in [23, 24] .
Lemma 4.4
The following statements hold true.
(i) For any n ∈ N one has
(ii) There exists a constant M > 0 such that for any n ∈ N one has
Proof. (i) From (55) it follows that
Moreover, from (56) we deduce that
Now, putting together (73) and (74), we have
We can neglect the indices n ∈ N such that α 1n = ρ 1n = α 2n = ρ 2n = 0, because the present evaluation will be used in summing series. So, we can assume that for any n ∈ N (α 1n , ρ 1n , α 2n , ρ 2n ) = (0, 0, 0, 0), and hence by the previous formula we obtain
taking into account, for example, that
In conclusion, (71) holds true.
(ii) From (54) we have
Moreover, thanks to (71), there exists a constant c > 0 such that
Therefore, from the above formulas we get
, that is, (72) follows.
In conclusion, taking into account of any result of the present section we have proved the following representation formula for the solution of the coupled system.
Theorem 4.5
The solution of problem (41) can be written as series in the following way
where
H .
Ingham type estimates
Our goal is to prove an inverse inequality and a direct inequality for the pair (u 1 , u 2 ) defined by
with ω n , C n , ζ n , D n , d n , c n ∈ C and r n , R n , E ∈ R. We will assume that there exist γ > 0, α, χ ∈ R,
Outline of the proof
Before to proceed with our computations, we will outline briefly our reasoning. Firstly, to shorten our formulas we introduce the following notations
so we can write the functions u 1 , u 2 as
If k(t) is a suitable positive function, see (85) below, our first goal will be to estimate
unless a finite number of terms in the series. By reason of 2ab ≥ − 1 2 a 2 − 2b 2 we have |a + b| 2 ≥ 1 2 a 2 − b 2 , so we can observe that
Bearing in mind (80), since k(t) is positive from the above inequalities we can deduce
In virtue of (79) we can control the term
. Therefore, it is convenient to write the previous formula in the following way
We will give a lower bound estimate for
, and, on the contrary, an upper bound estimate for
So, thanks to (83), we will be able to prove an inverse estimate.
Moreover, if we will assume an additional condition on the coefficients of the series, we will be able to prove an inverse inequality with a better estimate for the control time. Indeed, the additional assumption will allow us to control all terms
In this way the estimate of the term ∞ 0 k(t)|U C 1 (t)| 2 dt can be done with the help of an idea used previously in [23] . In fact in this case we will use the following inequality
Technical results
In order to avoid repetitions and simplify the proofs of the main theorems, we prefer to single out some lemmas that we will employ in several situations. For this reason, in this subsection we collect some results to be used later. Let T > 0. We introduce an auxiliary function defined by
In the following lemma we list some useful properties of k.
the following properties hold.
(i) For any w ∈ C one has
(ii) For any z i , w i ∈ C, i = 1, 2, one has
(iii) Let γ > 0 and j ∈ N. Then for T > 2π/γ and w ∈ C, |w| ≥ γj, one has
Proof. (i) The proof is straightforward.
(ii) We note that for any z, w ∈ C
Therefore, taking into account
it follows (89).
(iii) We observe that
Since |w| ≥ γj and 2π T γ < 1, we have
and hence (90) holds true.
Lemma 5.2 If γ > 0 is such that lim inf n→∞
ℜσ n+1 − ℜσ n = γ , then for any ε ∈ (0, 1) there exists n 0 ∈ N such that
Proof. For ε ∈ (0, 1) there exists n 0 ∈ N such that
whence (91) follows. Moreover, in view of lim inf
see [2, p. 54], (92) holds true.
Lemma 5.3 (i)
For any n 0 ∈ N and n ≥ n 0 we have
(ii) Fixed a, b ≥ 0 and ε > 0, there exists n 0 ∈ N large enough to satisfy
(iii) Fixed a ≥ 0, ν > 1/2 and ε > 0, there exists n 0 ∈ N large enough to satisfy
Proof. (i) We have
(ii) We observe that for n ≥ n 0 we have
In conclusion, if one takes n 0 ∈ N such that
we have (96). there exists n 0 = n 0 (ε) ∈ N such that for any n ≥ n 0 we have
Proof. As regards the first inequality, we observe that, thanks to (91) and (90), for ε ∈ (0, 1) there exists n 0 ∈ N such that
whence, in view of (94) we get our statement. Moreover, concerning the second estimate, thanks to (92), we have
Therefore, using again (90) we obtain the required inequality.
The following result is an useful tool in the proof of the Ingham type inverse estimates. For the sake of completeness we prefer to give a detailed proof, although it could be deduced from previous papers, see [10] .
Proposition 5.5 Given any γ > 0 suppose that
and {F n } is a complex number sequence such that
there exists n 0 = n 0 (ε) ∈ N independent of T and F n such that we have
Proof. Let us first observe that
where n 0 ∈ N will be chosen later. From (89) we have
By (87) we have
In the same manner we can see that . As for ε ′ ∈ (0, ε) one has T > 2π γ √ 1−ε ′ too, we can employ Lemma 5.4 with ε replaced by ε ′ . Thus taking n 0 as in Lemma 5.4 and applying (97) we obtain
Substituting these inequalities into (100) yields
By Lemma 5.3-(ii) with a = 0 and b = 1 one can pick n 0 ∈ N large enough to satisfy
Taking ε ′ ∈ (0, ε) such that
which gives (98) and (99).
Inverse inequality
Following the outline shown in Section 5.1 we have to estimate all three integrals on the right-hand side of (83). For this reason, for any term to bound we will establish a corresponding lemma.
Lemma 5.6 For any ε ∈ (0, 1) and T > 2π γ √ 1−ε there exists n 0 = n 0 (ε) ∈ N independent of T and C n such that we have
Proof. Fix ε ∈ (0, 1) and T >
. Let us apply Proposition 5.5 with σ n = ω n . Indeed, for ε ′ ∈ (0, ε) to be chosen later there exists n 0 independent of T and C n such that from (98) with F n = C n and (99) with F n = c n C n respectively we have
Combining these inequalities gives
We will choose ε ′ in a suitable way to obtain our statement. Thanks to (79) for n 0 large enough we have 2|c n | 2 ≤ ε ′ for n ≥ n 0 . Hence
Moreover, since 2|c n | 2 ≤ ε we get (101) and the proof is complete.
To estimate the second integral on the right-hand side of (83) we state the following result, that may be proved in much the same way as the previous lemma by means of Proposition 5.5 with σ n = ζ n and (79). For this reason we omit the proof. there exists n 0 = n 0 (ε) ∈ N independent of T and D n such that we have
Finally, we will give an estimate for the last integral on the right-hand side of (83).
Lemma 5.8 For any ε ∈ (0, 1) and T > 0 there exists n 0 = n 0 (ε) ∈ N independent of T and R n such that we have
Proof. Our proof starts with the observation that (88) leads to
where n 0 ∈ N has to be chosen later. By the definition (86) of K we have
Let us apply r n ≤ 0 for n ≥ n ′ to obtain 1 + e (rn+rm)T ≤ 2 .
Consequently, taking n 0 ≥ n ′ we get
From (80) we see that
Using again (78) yields
Combining these inequalities we deduce that
Applying Lemma 5.3-(iii) we conclude that (105) is proved.
We will establish the main result to obtain the inverse inequality. To simplify our notations, in the following we will use the symbols
Theorem 5.9 Assume γ > 4α. Then for any ε ∈ 0,
there exist n 0 = n 0 (ε) ∈ N, independent of T and all coefficients of the series, and a constant c(T, ε) > 0 such that
Proof. Fix ε ∈ (0, 1), in view of (106) our goal is to evaluate the following sum
where the index n 0 ∈ N depending on ε will be chosen suitably. To this end, we bear in mind the comments given in Section 5.1. Indeed, we observe that
dt .
Combining these inequalities we obtain
dt .
We now take T >
to estimate the first two integrals on the right-hand side. We introduce ε ′ ∈ (0, ε)
to choose suitably later. We also have T > 2π γ √ 1−ε ′ , so we can use (101) and (104) respectively to obtain
By (78) we get |ℑζ n | ≤ ℑω n for n ≥ n 0 with n 0 sufficiently large. Hence
Applying (105) we obtain
Now, we will choose ε ′ ∈ (0, ε) such that for n ≥ n 0
To this end, we need to have that
By (78) for n 0 sufficiently large we have
Therefore taking
we deduce (111), and consequently (110). So, from (109) we have
Since the previous inequality holds for any ε ∈ (0, 1), in particular it can be written for ε ′ < ε 2−ε , because this implies
Therefore, taking also into account that (ℑω n ) 2 < α 2 (1 + ε), n ≥ n 0 , for n 0 large enough, we can write
The constant 1
Since γ > 4α we have
If we assume the more restrictive condition T > We now observe that we can obtain a better estimate of the control time T under an additional condition on the coefficients of the series. Assuming |C n | ≤ M |d n D n |, we can follow the procedure sketched out at the end of Section 5.1 by using estimate (84). In particular, to evaluate the term ∞ 0 k(t)|U C 1 (t)| 2 dt we will employ the same trick used in [23] , giving first an estimate for ∞ 0 e 2αt k(t)|U C 1 (t)| 2 dt where α = lim n→∞ ℑω n and then multiplying by e −2αT we will obtain the requested inequality.
Then, for any ε ∈ (0, 1) and T > 2π γ √ 1−ε there exist n 0 = n 0 (ε) ∈ N, independent of T and all coefficients of the series, and a constant c(T, ε) > 0 such that
thanks to (98) we have
where ε ′ ∈ (0, ε) will be chosen later. Therefore, multiplying by e −2αT and taking into account the definition (85) of the function k, we get
Now, we can take 4(ℑω n − α) 2 < γ 2 ε/8 for n ≥ n 0 and 1
On the other hand, from (99) it follows
thanks also to ℑω n ≥ |ℑζ n | and |C n | ≤ M |d n D n |. Moreover, again by (99) and the previous inequality we have
Choosing n 0 sufficiently large such that 2 |dn| 2 + M |c n | 2 ≤ ε ′ for any n ≥ n 0 , from the above estimate we deduce
In addition, from (105), using again |C n | ≤ M |d n D n | and (78) we get
Combining (117) and (118) (with ε ′ replaced by ε ′ /2) we obtain
In virtue of (98) we get
From the above formula and (119), taking ε ′ ≤ ε/3 but writing again ε ′ instead of ε, we have
Taking 4(ℑζ n ) 2 < γ 2 ε/8 for n ≥ n 0 and
.
In conclusion, for any T >
, combining the previous estimate with (116) gives
that is (115).
Direct inequality
As for the inverse inequality, to prove direct estimates we need to introduce an auxiliary function. Let T > 0 and define
For the sake of completeness, we list some standard properties of k * in the following lemma.
the following properties hold for any
Moreover for any z i , w i ∈ C, i = 1, 2, one has
From now on we will denote with c(T ) a positive constant depending on T .
Proposition 5.12 Let γ > 0. Suppose that {σ n } is a complex number sequence satisfying
Then for any complex number sequence {F n } with
there exist c(T ) > 0 and n 0 = n 0 (ε) ∈ N independent of T and F n such that
where the index n 0 ∈ N depending on ε will be chosen later. From (125) we have
Applying the elementary estimates ℜz ≤ |z| and | cos z| ≤ cosh(ℑz), z ∈ C, we obtain
Since the sequence {ℑσ n } is bounded we have
Thanks to (123) we get
Since (121) gives
Note that by (124) we can apply Lemma 5.4: for any ε ∈ (0, 1) and 2T > 2π
Substituting the previous estimate into (127) gives (126).
Proposition 5.13 For any n 0 ∈ N, n 0 ≥ n ′ , and T > 0 there exists c(T ) > 0 such that
Proof. Fixed n 0 ∈ N, n 0 ≥ n ′ , we observe that (122) leads to
By the definition (121) of K * we have
In addition, since the sequence {r n } is bounded we have
Consequently,
Since n 0 ≥ n ′ , by (80) we have that
Combining these inequalities we conclude that (128) is proved.
Theorem 5.14 For any ε ∈ (0, 1) and T > π γ √ 1−ε there exist n 0 = n 0 (ε) ∈ N and c(T ) > 0 such that
Proof. Since the function k * (t) is positive, for n 0 ∈ N to be chosen later we have We can apply Proposition 5.12 to the first term and to the third one and Proposition 5.13 to the second term. Therefore, fixed ε ∈ (0, 1) and T > π γ √ 1−ε there exists n 0 = n 0 (ε) ∈ N such that, thanks to inequalities (126)-(128) and in view also of (79), we get 
Inverse and direct inequalities
We recall that
Theorem 5.16 Let {ω n } n∈N , {r n } n∈N and {ζ n } n∈N be sequences of pairwise distinct numbers such that ω n = ζ m , ω n = ζ m , r n = iω m , r n = iζ m , r n = −η, ζ n = 0, for any n , m ∈ N. Assume that there exist γ > 0, α, χ ∈ R, n ′ ∈ N, µ > 0, ν > 1/2, such that 
Then, for γ > 4α and T > 2π √ γ 2 −16α 2
we have
Proof. Since T > . Therefore, thanks to Theorems 5.9 and 5.14 we are able to employ Proposition 5.15 obtaining
Finally, by (133) we can get rid of the term |E| 2 in the previous estimates, and hence the proof is complete.
If we assume the condition |C n | ≤ M |d n D n | on the coefficients of the series instead of γ > 4α, then we can make use of Theorem 5.10 instead of Theorem 5.9, obtaining the observability inequalities with a better estimate for the control time: T > 2π γ . Precisely, the following result holds. 
Reachability results
This section will be devoted to the proof of some reachability results for wave-wave coupled systems with a memory term. −η(t−s) u 1xx (s, x)ds + au 2 (t, x) = 0 , t ∈ (0, T ) , x ∈ (0, π) u 2tt (t, x) − u 2xx (t, x) + bu 1 (t, x) = 0 , (137) with boundary conditions u 1 (t, 0) = u 2 (t, 0) = 0 , u 1 (t, π) = g 1 (t) , u 2 (t, π) = g 2 (t) t ∈ (0, T ) ,
and null initial values u i (0, x) = u it (0, x) = 0 x ∈ (0, π) , i = 1, 2,
verifies the final conditions
Proof. To prove our statement, we will apply the Hilbert Uniqueness Method described in Section 3. Let H = L 2 (0, π) be endowed with the usual scalar product and norm Moreover, {n 2 } n≥1 is the sequence of eigenvalues for L and {sin(nx)} n≥1 is the sequence of the corresponding eigenvectors. We can apply our spectral analysis, see Section 4.1, to the adjoint system of (137) given by Finally, if we consider the solution (z 1 , z 2 ) of system (141) with final data given by the unique (z 0 1 , z 1 1 , z 0 2 , z 1 2 ), then the control functions required by the statement are given by g 1 (t) = z 1x (t, π) − β T t e −η(s−t) z 1x (s, π)ds , g 2 (t) = z 2x (t, π) , that is, our proof is complete.
